
Xiaomi Mi Pocket Bluetooth Speaker
Techzim Market - https://techzim.market

Price: US$40.00/ZW$1060

No Customer Ratings Yet

 Description

Care to share your music with your buddies or need to listen to some tunes while you
work? The Mi Bluetooth speaker is the perfect tool for that. It's design is clean
and polished to blend with even the most sophisticated decor. The speaker itself is
quite punchy with great sound quality comprising of clear highs and rumbling lows
for a pleasurable sound experience. The 7 hour battery life makes sure the music
lasts you throughout the day

 Specifications

Think about it. You want to listen to some music but you don't want to totally block
out your surroundings. Or you just want to share your playlist with your buddies.
Better yet you just want to add some ambiance to a moment without hunting for the
aux cable. Well you could get a run off the mill bluetooth speaker which probably
would have a poor connection with the occasional crackling and skipping. Or with
very poor sound or a 30 minute battery life. Worst case you could get it with all
these problems especially in Zimbabwe. Or you could take no chances and get the Mi
Pocket bluetooth speaker. It has about 7 hours of battery life. The design it very
nice and simple and the build quality has quite a solid feel. Oh and it literally is
pocket sized. It's good enough to just decorate your desk with too if you need to
add some bit of sophistication.

Dimensions
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Dimensions: 60.0 x 60.0 x 93.3mm Product No: LYYX01ZM  

Specs

Bluetooth version: 4.1 Effective distance: 10 m Music playback time: roughly 7
hours Maximum output: 5W Impedance: 4? Battery capacity: 1200mAh 3.7V USB
power input: 5V/1A Operating temperature: -10 ? to 40 ?  

Package contents

Mi Pocket Speaker 2, Use guide, Warranty card 
All Xiaomi products sold on Techzim are sold through the Official Xiaomi
Reseller channel and come with 12 months warranty.
Cash on delivery payments only available to greater Harare deliveries
only. Pickup available for outside Harare customers.
Delivery in Harare is within 12 hours. Rest of Zimbabwe, within 72
hours.
Please contact us for any additional information/clarification (WhatsApp
+263774685241).
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